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Large-scale point cloud relocalization task
Inputs:

- map [point cloud]
- query [point cloud]

Output:

- pose from which the query was captured 
(within the map coordinate system) [6 DoF pose]
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Splitting the problem
- global place recognition - get coarse pose estimate

- point cloud retrieval

- local pose refinement - use the coarse estimate and produce a precise pose
- point cloud registration
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Global place recognition
- point cloud retrieval

- get the most similar point cloud to the query one and use its pose within the map as the 
coarse pose estimate of the query

- cutouts (submaps) for retrieval database
- analogy with images in image retrieval database
- 20 m cutout length, 10 m stride, downsample to 0.2 m voxel grid
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Local pose refinement
- point cloud registration

- improve the coarse pose estimate by searching for the transformation between query and 
submap point clouds
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Keypoint detection and description
- local descriptors

- used for point cloud registration
- describe-and-detect pipeline

- describe all points
- detect the important ones

- global descriptor
- describes the whole point cloud
- generated by aggregation of local 

descriptors

- local and global descriptors 
generated in single forward pass
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Parallels with image domain
- detect and describe salient points / patches

- filter out non-salient samples
- create description useful for sample matching
- problem: unstructured samples

- instance retrieval
- quickly obtain coarse pose estimate
- problem: instance definition

- global description by aggregation
- reuse the local features
- image domain: BoW [20, 21], VLAD [22], NetVLAD [23]

- joint description and detection of local features
- detector has more information
- image domain: e.g. D2-Net [16]
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State of the Art - local descriptors
Unique Shape Context (USC) [5]

Point Feature Histogram (PFH) [6]

Fully Convolutional Geometric Features (FCGF) [7]

3DFeatNet [8]
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State of the Art - local detectors
Intrinsic Shape Signatures (ISS) [9]

SIFT-3D [10]

Harris-3D [11]

3DFeatNet [8]

USIP [12]
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State of the Art - global descriptors
histograms of points elevation [13]

DELIGHT [14]

Point-NetVLAD [2]

LocNet [16]
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Local features - descriptor
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Flex Convolution (FlexConv) [17]

    = point
     = k-NN of
              = kernel function
         = point-wise encoding function
                = matrix to vector multiplication

- encodes local spatial relationship between points
- grid neighborhood in convolution replaced by spatial distance of the points
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Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) [18]

- models dependencies between channels coming from Flex Convolution

- squeeze operation - global average pooling over points

- excitation operation - capture channel-wise dependencies

- scale operation - attention selection of different channel-wise features
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Local features - detector
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Local feature learning
- description loss - N-tuple loss [19]

- detection loss
- unsupervised learning wrt detection score
- if point has high saliency score, then its NN 

(in feature space) should be the correct match
- single NN unstable → use average successful rate 

- find k-NN of i-th point, j-th best is the correct match- loss used for training
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Global point cloud description
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- PCAN (Point Contextual Attention Network) [24]
- Point-NetVLAD [2] extended by attention prediction



Attention predictor
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Experiments - ablation study
- local feature training without        →
- weakly supervised local feature training [8]
- local feature encoder without Squeeze-and-Excitation blocks
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Experiments - keypoint repeatability
- Oxford RobotCar - ETH (1024), StereoDSO (512)
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Experiments - point cloud registration 
- Oxford RobotCar dataset

- ETH dataset
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Experiments - visual SLAM - registration
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- Oxford RobotCar dataset



Experiments - point cloud retrieval
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Experiments - robustness
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Thank you!
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